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Chapter 1: Setting the Context
Even a cursory overview of human history will conclude that the last few centuries have witnessed
remarkable change. The first industrial revolution has enabled significant change to occur. During the
industrial revolution, much of the world, in large measure, shifted from local agrarian economies to an
increasingly urbanised, globalised, industrial and service economy with international financial capital
flows worth trillions of dollars daily. During the first industrial revolution, innovations in new
technologies spurred and made possible still greater economic growth. Throughout the first industrial
revolution, the economy faced factors limiting development and economic growth.

In the past,

economic development has periodically faced one or more limiting factors, such as skilled people,
energy resources and financial capital. At such times, industrial nations sought to optimise the
productivity and increase the supply of the limiting factor. Technological innovation enabled labour
productivity to increase over one hundred fold in just three hundred years. A lack of financial capital
was addressed by the formation of central banks, credit, stock exchanges and currency exchange
mechanisms. A lack of cheap energy was overcome with the discovery of oil and coal. Governments
and business working together have created remarkable material prosperity and economic growth for
many living today. (See Figure 1.1)

Figure 1.1 Economic Growth in Western Economies (Source, Cosier.P1, 2006)
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Cosier, P (2006) Will Climate Change Cost the Earth. Wentworth Group of Concerned Scientists. Available At.
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Considering the last 30 years, according to the OECD,
“Life expectancy has risen by more than 20 years, infant mortality rates have been halved and primary
school enrolment rates have doubled. Food production and consumption have increased around 20 per
cent faster than population growth. Improvements in income levels, health and educational attainment
have sometimes closed the gap with industrialised countries. Advances have been made in the spread
of democratic, participatory governance, and there have been forward leaps in technology and
communication.

New means of communication support opportunities for mutual learning about

sustainable development processes and for joint action over global challenges.”

1.1 What are the Current and Future Limiting Factors on Economic Prosperity?
Whilst these successes are significant, today many experts argue that there are new limiting factors on
economic growth and prosperity.2 As the World Bank outlined in 2003,
“The next 50 years could see a fourfold increase in the size of the global economy and significant
reductions in poverty but only if governments act now to avert a growing risk of severe damage to the
environment and profound social unrest.

Without better policies and institutions, social and

environmental strains may derail development progress, leading to higher poverty levels and a decline in
the quality of life for everybody. Some problems of sustainability are already urgent and require
immediate action; another category of issues unfolds over a longer time horizon. These problems may
not be urgent, but the direction of change is unmistakable. For these it is essential to get ahead of the
curve and prevent a worsening crisis before it becomes too costly. Biodiversity loss and climate change
are in this category. What is clear is that almost all of the challenges of sustainable development require
that action be initiated in the near term.”3
This thesis will show that the majority of the world’s scientists, The World Bank4, the OECD5, the UK
Stern Review6’s, and many Nobel Prize winning economists argue that these negative trends present
new and significant pressing constraints on future economic prosperity and pose a risk to the well
being of future generations. This thesis will investigate whether there are material grounds for their
concerns7
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Arrow, K., Dasgupta, P., Goulder, L., Daily, G., Ehrlich, P., Heal, G., Levin,S., Maler, K.G., Schneider, S., Starrett, D.,
Walker, B., (2004) Are We Consuming Too Much? Journal of Economic Perspectives, Volume 18(3), pp 147-172
3
World Bank (2003) ‘World Bank Development Report 2003: Sustainable Development in a Dynamic World’, Oxford
University Press, Oxford
4
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5
OECD (2002) Sustainable Development Strategies: A Resource Book. OECD. Paris
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Stern, N et al. (2006) The Stern Review: The Economics of Climate Change, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge.
Available at www.hmtreasury.gov.uk/independent_reviews/stern_review_economics_climate_change/Sternreview.index.cfm
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Whether or not development is environmentally sustainable is contested by some economists who
claim that, just as earlier generations invested in capital goods, research and education to bequeath to
current generations the ability to achieve high levels of consumption, current generations are making
the investments that are necessary to assure higher real living standards in the future, despite stresses
on the natural resource base.8 Indeed, historical trends in the prices of marketed natural resources and
the recorded growth in conventional indices of economic progress in currently rich countries suggest
resource scarcities have not bitten as yet.9 Since whether or not current development paths are
ecologically and socially sustainable indefinitely is still a contested and debated proposition, firstly,
we need to investigate the empirical data to address this debate in detail.10
The OECD in 2002 suggested that the following negative trends represented unsustainable aspects of
current economic development
“Economic disparity and poverty, population growth, the impact of diseases such as HIV-AIDS and
malaria, over-consumption of resources in the industrialised countries, contributing to climate change,
and environmental deterioration and pollution of many kinds, including the impacts of intensive farming,
depletion of natural resources and loss of forests, other habitats and biodiversity.”11
Hence we next consider each of these in detail plus a number of other issues to consider whether or
not current development pathways are indefinitely sustainable or if they do indeed risk compromising
the quality of life and economic possibilities of future generations? It is important to clarify a key
point before considering the evidence of whether or not current development pathways are sustainable.
Much of the following evidence outlined in this chapter references studies which investigate scenarios
and trends in resource and energy use. These trends are often assumed to be linear. Such assumptions
tend to be made to enable modeling to be done. Ideally, it would be better to be able to describe future
trends with dynamical models to both show the potential for non-linear effects and how variables in
the model interact in a dynamical fashion. However, such a dynamical study is beyond the scope of
this present inquiry.
In the following we consider whether or not key resources such as oil and water are being used
sustainability and whether or not ecosystem sources and sinks can cope with rising levels of different
types of pollution such as greenhouse gases and nitrogen from fertilisers.
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1.1.1 The Threat of Peak Oil to Economic Growth and Global Security
There is concern from many experts (See Table 1.1) that the 2006-2008 high oil price is a sign of the
possibility of world oil production peaking soon or at least in the coming decades. An increasing
number of industry and academic experts are concerned that the age of cheap oil may be over. Why is
this the case? Peaking of oil refers to the point when production in any oil well, field or region begins
to decline. Typically, this point is reached when between one-third and one-half of the oil in a reserve
has been extracted. The decline is the inevitable result of the loss of pressure in the oil reserve and
despite the advanced drilling and extraction techniques now in use, it is irreversible once passed.
Once world oil production hits the peak then prices of oil are likely to remain high and increase.
The price of oil has and will have a significant effect on short and long term prosperity. Alan
Greenspan has pointed out that “All economic downturns in the US since 1973 have been preceded by
sharp increases in the price of oil.”12 There is concern that a peaking of world oil production has
already arrived and that, unless significant changes are made, will have negative economic effects. Oil
production has already peaked in over 60 countries around the world. A number of CEO’s of major oil
companies and a number of experts argue that world oil production is peaking now. (See Table 1.1)
Table 1.1: Predictions of Timing of World Oil Production Peak

Prediction of World

Experts

Oil Production Peak

12

2006-2007

Bakhitari, A.M.S. Oil Executive13 (Iran)

2006-2007

Simmons, M.R. Investment banker14 (US)

2006-2008

Newman, P. Professor, Murdoch University.

2007-2008

ConocoPhillips (COP) Chief Executive James Mulva

2007-2008

CEO of Total, the French oil company, Mr de Margerie

2007-2008

CEO of General Motors, Rick Wagoner.15

2008-2015

CEO of Shell Major oil company (UK), Jeroen van der Veer16

Porritt, J (2005) Capitalism As if The World Matters. Earthscan Publishing
Bakhtiari, A.M. (2004) World Oil Production Capacity Model Suggests Output Peak by 2006-07,Oil and Gas Journal, 2
May 2004.
14
Simmons, M.R. (2005) Twilight in the Desert – The Coming Saudi Oil Shock and the World Economy, Wiley Publications,
UK.
15
Dowling, J (2008) Time's up for petrol cars, says GM chief. Sydney Morning Herald. January 15, 2008. Available At:
http://www.smh.com.au/news/environment/times-up-for-petrol-cars-says-gm-chief/2008/01/14/1200159363527.html
Accessed 29.01.08
16
van der Veer, J. (2008) Two Energy Futures: Jeroen van der Veer on Shell's new Energy Scenarios to 2050, Scramble and
Blueprints. Shell Available At http://www.shell.com/home/content/mediaen/news_and_library/speeches/2008/jvdv_two_energy_futures_25012008.html Accessed 29.01.08
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14

2008-2015

International Energy Agency (IEA)17

After 2007

Skrebowski, C. Petroleum journal editor18 (UK)

Before 2009

Deffeyes, K.S. Oil company geologist.19 (retired., US)

Before 2010

Goodstein, D. Vice Provost, Cal Tech20 (US)

Around 2010

Campbell, C.J. Oil geologist21 (retired., Ireland)

After 2010

.World Energy Council22 World Non-Government Org

2012

Pang Xiongqi23 Petroleum Executive (China)

2012

Laherrere, J24 Oil geologist (retired., France)

2013

Queensland Government Oil Vulnerability Taskforce

2020

Thierry Desmarest, former CEO Total (France’s main oil company)

After 2020
Between 2020 and 2050
2025 or later

CERA Energy consultants25 (US)
US Energy Information Administration
Shell Major oil company (UK)

Adapted and Updated from Source: Hirsch, R.L. (2005)26
The International Energy Agency’s 2007 World Energy Outlook appears to confirm this. The Chief
Economist of the International Energy Agency, Fatih Birol, stated in late 2007
“I can tell you that we, in the next seven to eight years, need to bring about 37.5 million barrels per day
of oil into the markets, for two reasons. One, the increase in the demand, about one third of it, and two
thirds, there is a decline in the existing fields [and there is a need] to compensate for the decline. What

17
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we expect [to be put in production] is 25 million barrels per day, and this is in the case of no slippages,
no delays in the projects, and everything goes on time, which is very rare . So, there is a gap of 13.5
[sic] million barrels per day”’.27
The main reasons an increasing number of experts now argue that world oil production will peak
sooner than later are:
- Demand for oil is forecast to keep growing rapidly as China and Indian economies grow
rapidly. As the Australian Senate Inquiry into Australia’s reported
“The US Energy Information Administration in 2000 estimated a peak between 2020 and 2050 depending
on assumptions about demand growth and the size of the ultimately recoverable resource. The US
Energy Information Administration study found that widely differing estimates of the ultimately recoverable
resource (URR) make surprisingly little difference to the timing of the peak. The exponential growth of
demand is the dominating factor. “28
- There are few, if any, large oil fields left to find. The last year that more oil was discovered
than was consumed was 25 years ago. The last time a big oil field was discovered was in the
1970s. The peak of oil discovery was in 1965. The Australian Senate commented that
“New field oil discoveries have declined greatly since the 1960s. US Geological Survey estimates of future
discoveries (which forecast increases), to be realised, would require a drastic turnaround of this declining
trend.

Peak oil commentators argue that the declining trend of oil discovery reflects geological

fundamentals and should be expected to continue.”29
- There is not a lot of oil in storage relative to oil demand. Modern economies work on just-intime delivery. After the world’s first OPEC oil crisis in 1972, the International Energy Agency
was set up. Member nations of the IEA agreed to all ensure that they maintain 90 day stockpiles
of oil supplies. Australia is the only member of the IEA who does not do this. Peak oil
commentators argue that estimates of remaining reserves are unreliable and most probably
overstated, especially in the Middle East. In some OPEC countries, it is believed that reserve
estimates were artificially inflated in the 1980s to maximise production under the OPEC quota
arrangements in place at that time – the so-called “paper barrels”.

National oil reserves

estimates in the Middle East are not subject to the audit and disclosure requirements of publiclylisted international oil companies. Thus there may be considerably less conventional oil than
previously anticipated.
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Parliament of Australia, Senate (2007) Australia’s Future Oil Supply and Alternative Transport Fuels: Executive
Summary. Available At http://www.aph.gov.au/senate/committee/rrat_ctte/oil_supply/report/a02.htm. Accessed 4 September
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- Forty nine of the sixty five oil producing nations have already passed their peak oil production
topping point and are in decline. Sixty out of sixty five have passed their discovery topping
point. The world biggest oil fields were discovered more than fifty years ago.
- Oil reserves are finite.
Higher oil prices are also negatively affecting the poor and poorer nations who also depend on oil and
petroleum by-products like kerosene for lighting.

Currently the global market for kerosene for

lighting is worth ~(US)$40 Billion.30 This is a significant percentage of the weekly expenditure of the
world’s poor. Higher oil prices usually correlate with higher kerosene prices for the poor.
1.1.2 Risks of Dangerous Climate Change
The remarkable economic growth of the last few hundred years has been assisted by cheap and
plentiful energy supplies significantly based on the burning of fossil fuels. The International Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC), building on from the work of many scientists like Hansen et al31, declared in
200732 that the debate over whether or not climate change is human induced (from the burning of fossil
fuels) is over. Thanks to the IPCC process, to avoid dangerous climate change, there is now broad
international consensus that global warming needs to be kept to no more than 2 degrees Celsius above
pre-industrial levels. A 2 degree rise will not be easy to avoid. So far global temperatures have gone
up 0.8 degrees Celsius. There is another 0.6 degree Celsius of global warming already in the pipeline.
The IPCC argues that to avoid dangerous climate change global emissions need to start to decline no
later than 2012-13 and that by 2020 global cuts of 25-40 per cent are needed. By 2050, at least 80 per
cent cuts are needed.
The Stern Review,33 published in 2007, demonstrates that rising greenhouse gas emissions and the
climate change, which is caused by the burning of such fuels, now threaten the very economic growth
which they have helped to foster. The Stern Review states that
“We estimate the total cost of business as usual climate change to equate to an average reduction in global
per capita consumption of 5 per cent at a minimum now and for ever.”34
The Stern Review describes how the cost would increase were the model to take into account direct
impacts on the environmental and human health, the effects of positive feedbacks and the
disproportionate burden of climate change on the poor and vulnerable globally. Taking these three
30
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factors into account takes the cost of climate change up to as much as 20 per cent of global GDP. The
Stern Review predicts that, if fast and dramatic action is not taken on climate change, then climate
change could cause an economic recession to rival the great economic recession of the 1930s.
As the Stern Review argues, if humanity fails to rapidly mitigate climate change, climate change will
increase more rapidly due to positive feedback effects. Respected scientists like NASA’s James
Hansen argue that if rapid mitigation does not occur these “tipping points”, once unleased, will cause
global catastrophe.35 Such tipping points occur when positive feedbacks from existing global warming
lead to a jump in global average temperatures without any additional anthropogenic greenhouse gas
emissions. A number of these positive feedbacks36 are now already occurring at a faster rate37 than
scientists had previously predicted38 increasing the risks of dangerous climate change. These include:
- The weakening of the natural ocean carbon sinks. From the mid-1990s to 2005, measurements taken
of the North Atlantic found that the amount of CO2 in the water had reduced by half. It has been
suggested that the quantity of CO2 being carried down into the deep ocean was being reduced by the
warmer surface water.39 Further, as reported in a recent study of the Southern Ocean, there are signs
that there has been an additional relative weakening of oceanic sinks as result of changes in other
atmospheric factors (wind, surface air temperatures and water fluxes).40
- The weakening of the natural land carbon sinks.41

As a result of human activity and higher

temperatures, it is expected that there will be a decrease in the capacity of the earth's carbon sinks.42
The slow increase over time of the fraction of total anthropogenic CO2 emissions remaining in the
atmosphere implies a slight weakening of carbon sinks relative to emissions.43

New research

released in October 2007 confirmed that significant contributions to the growth of atmospheric CO2
arise from the slow-down of natural sinks, “a decrease in the planet’s ability to absorb carbon
emissions due to human activity.” According to lead author and Executive Director of the Global
Carbon Project, CSIRO’s Dr Pep Canadell. “Fifty years ago, for every tonne of CO2 emitted, 600kg
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were removed by land and ocean sinks. However, in 2006, only 550kg were removed per tonne and
that amount is falling.”44
- The release of methane45 from peat deposits, wetlands and thawing permafrost.46 Siberia’s thawing
wetlands have been identified in a recent study as a significant, so far underestimated, source of
atmospheric methane. The lakes in the region have been growing in number and size. Emission
rates appear to be five times higher than previous estimates. The melting of permafrost is now
another "slow" positive, feedback in climate warming.47
- The melting of reflective sea ice which is replaced by dark heat absorbing water. The Artic Sea Ice
melt of 2007 lead to a 20 per cent reduction in the volume of sea ice. Previous years artic ice melts
had only involved a loss of sea ice of 2-3 per cent. Some scientists now warn that the Arctic’s
floating sea ice is headed towards a complete summer disintegration by as early as 2013, a century
ahead of what the IPCC was recently predicting. The rapid loss of Artic sea ice will speed up the
disintegration of the Greenland Ice Sheet48, meaning that a rise in sea levels by even as much as 1.4
metres is now possible by the end of this century.49

Figure 1.2 Actual Arctic Summer Sea Ice Loss Compared to IPCC Predictions. (Source. Spratt, D50, 2008)
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The prognosis is serious indeed. As the Stern Review states,
“it is the countries with the fewest resources which are most likely to bear the greatest burden of climate
change in terms of loss of life, adverse effect on income and growth and damage to living standards
generally. Developing countries – and especially the low-income countries in tropical and sub-tropical
regions – are expected to suffer most, and soonest, from climate change. Their poverty reduces their
capacity to adapt. Millions potentially will be pushed deeper into poverty.”51
1.1.3 Climate Change and Reductions in Water Availability
Climate change threatens to significantly reduce water availability and lead to greater frequency of
droughts in many countries. This will threaten agricultural production and subsistence farming upon
which a significant percentage of the world’s population still depends. Already one third of the
world’s population lives in countries that are experiencing moderate to high levels of water shortage.
According to the OECD that number could rise to two thirds within 30 years unless serious efforts are
made to conserve and use water more efficiently.52 The IPCC Chair Dr Pauchari has stated in 2007
that
‘Glaciers in the Himalayas provide the water source for one-sixth of humanity. Their decline threatens
the water supply of billions…The gross per capita water availability in India is projected to decline from
1820 cubic meters per year in 2001 to 1140 cubic meters per year in 2050.’53
Figure 1.3 shows that climate change is leading to a significant loss of glaciers and snow in the Asian
High Mountains, North West USA and South West California. Figure 1.3 shows to what extent the
glaciers of the Himalayas are already melting. And at the same time global demand for water
continues to rise in most regions of the world.
Changes in precipitation and, subsequently water availability and run off into rivers, are particularly
critical factors affecting the future farming productivity of the landscape. Already significant change
in the climate and water availability is occurring around the world and in Australia.54 For instance, the
Australian Bureau of Meteorology’s September 2007 Drought Statement stated that, ‘This is the first
time in the record dating from 1900 that an El =iño-drought in the MDB has not been followed by at
least one three-month period with above normal rainfall (basin average) by the end of the following
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winter.’55 Former Prime Minister John Howard56 announced on 19 April 2007 that unless there was
substantial rain soon no water will be allocated to irrigators in the Murray-Darling basin for the
coming year.

Figure 1.3 Loss of glaciers and snow in the Asian High Mountains, NW USA and South West California. (Source:
Pachauri, R.K, 200757)

Currently most farmers in the Murray Darling Basin of Australia are on less than 20 percent of their
normal water allocations. The result is directly affecting the 50,000 farmers of the Murray Darling
Basin and the economy with the price of food in Australia rising. Already farmers in the Murray
Darling Basin are pruning and cutting down significant parts of their orchards to try to survive the
drought. Food production is down dramatically in water affected sectors such as cotton, wine and
dairy. The Australian government estimates the current drought in Australia shaved 0.75 points from
Australia's economic growth in 2006. This drought, the worst ever in Australia’s history, is being
made worse by the higher average temperatures due to climate change that further dry out the land.58
Lack of water availability also has implications for the sustainability of cities and towns. According to
the OECD
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“Some 30-60 per cent of the urban population in low-income countries still lack adequate housing with
sanitary facilities, drainage systems and piping for clean water.

Continuing urbanisation and

industrialisation, combine with a lack of resources and expertise, and weak governance, is increasing the
severity of environmental and social problems, which reinforce one another in densely populated areas.
Air-pollution, poor solid-waste management, hazardous and toxic wastes, noise pollution and water
contamination combine to turn these urban areas into environmental crises zones.”59
1.1.4 Loss of Diversity
An estimated 40 per cent of the global economy comprises biological processes and biologically
derived products. Much of this production is based on the cultivation of an increasingly narrow range
of species and genes, with many of these large scale processes in agriculture and forestry dependant on
eliminating biodiversity. At the same time there is a growing awareness of the value of biodiversity,
both in providing intellectual property to help develop new uses (foods, pharmaceuticals, water and air
purification) and in the ecosystem services nature provides to the global economy free of charge.
Ecological economists are increasingly identifying the costs to the mainstream economy if ecological
thresholds are not avoided as this will lead to a loss of ecosystem services. When one group
calculated the value of nature's ecosystem services they found it was worth a combined value of at
least US$36 trillion annually60.

That figure is close to the annual gross world product of

approximately US$39 trillion—a striking measure of the value of natural capital to the economy.
Ecosystem Services in Australia have been valued by CSIRO at AUD$1327 million per annum61.
Whilst there is considerable debate over the rate of extinction62, most biologists do not hesitate to say
that the earth’s sixth mass extinction is underway.63 Most species’ extinction occurs in those regions
richest in biodiversity such as coral reefs, wetlands and rainforests. Most coral and climate scientists
predict that, unless there is dramatic and fast climate change mitigation, most of the world’s coral reefs
will be bleached by the end of this century having significant impacts on the biodiversity of oceans.
Also the damage to coral reefs would devastate many nations fishing and tourism industries which
depend on coral reefs.64 Wetlands are even more endangered. Only 6 per cent of the world’s surface
is wetlands. About half the wetlands have been lost to dredging, draining and ditching.65 Similarly
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many of the world’s rainforests have already been cleared and new pressures from the demand for land
for biofuels and soybeans is driving still more rainforest clearing. The estimated rates of extinction
are now 1000 times what they would be without human impact.66 Unfortunately human activities tend
to try to simplify nature’s ecosystems such as monoculture modern farming methods. Also the
intensive nature of farming which utilises significant levels of nitrogen fertilisers puts further
environmental pressure on the ecosystems downstream from the farm. According to the OECD
current intensive farming methods are not sustainable. The OECD states that
“Intensive agriculture, dependant on high levels of fossil fuel combustion and the widespread cultivation of
leguminous crops, is releasing huge quantities of nitrogen to the environment, exacerbating acidification,
causing changes in the species composition of ecosystems, raising nitrate levels in freshwater supplies
above acceptable limits for human consumption, and causing eutrophication in freshwater and marine
habitats.”67
The evidence suggests that ecosystem services are currently being used at unsustainable rates. This
point was made strongly by 1700 of the world’s leading scientists in a statement in 1992 entitled
“World Scientists Warning to Humanity”, which included the majority of Nobel laureates in the
sciences.
“Our massive tampering with the world’s interdependent web of life – coupled with the environmental
damage inflicted by deforestation, species loss, and climate change – could trigger effects, including
unpredictable collapses of critical biological systems whose interactions and dynamics we only imperfectly
understand. Uncertainty over the extent of these effects cannot excuse complacency or delay in facing the
threats.”68
At the same time that there is significant loss of biodiversity occurring, cultural diversity is also
decreasing. Globalisation is leading to a loss of local indigenous knowledge and culture that could be
crucial for helping local communities be resilient to economic, social and environmental changes.
1.1.5 Economic Disparity and Political Instability
Many of these environmental trends discussed so far further increase the vulnerability of the world’s
poor.

Over the last 30 years globally there has been significant progress on reducing poverty.

Economic development in Asia has seen the largest ever number of people move out of poverty over
such a short period. At the same time, progress has not been sufficient. According to the respected
economic advisory organisation, the OECD in 2002
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“Even in prosperous times, extreme poverty still ravages the lives of one out of every five persons in the
developing world…The social ills associated with poverty are on the rise in many countries with high rates
of poverty. These include, disease, family breakdown, endemic crime and the use of narcotic drugs.”69
Insufficient progress has also been made on reducing global economic inequality. One of the most
respected annual reports on economic disparity is the UNDP Human Development Report. Each year
it investigates the issue of global development. According to the 1997 UNDP Human Development
report70, in 1960 the share of global income enjoyed by the wealthiest 20% of the world’s people was
thirty times larger than the amount shared by the lowest 20%. It reached sixty one to one by 1991 and
seventy-eight to one in 1994. This trend is seen by many experts as unsustainable.
By 2005, the UNDP Human Development Report (HDR) showed that
Only 9 countries (4% of the world’s population) had reduced the wealth gap between rich and poor,
whilst 80% of the world’s population have recorded an increase in wealth inequality. The report stated
that 'the richest 50 individuals in the world have a combined income greater than that of the poorest 416
million. The 2.5 billion people living on less than US$2 a day – 40% of the world’s population – receive
only 5% of global income, while 54% of global income goes to the richest 10% of the world’s
population.'71
Many developing countries are struggling currently under the combined pressures of a heavy external
debt burden, violent conflict, AIDS-HIV and malaria epidemics, and a lack of investment. Some
experts also argue that these problems are exacerbated by trade protectionism from the North.72 Many
of the citizens of these countries suffer from a lack of access to social services, education, energy and
basic water sanitation. At best, some become refugees or economic migrants. As a result of these
processes, poor countries and poor people are marginalised from the opportunities presented by global
economic growth and development.
The UN’s Report on the World’s Social Situation 2005 ‘The Inequality Predicament’, identifies
Non-economic aspects of global inequality (such as inequalities in health, education, employment,
gender and opportunities for social and political participation), as causing and exacerbating poverty.
These institutionalised inequalities result in greater marginalisation within society.
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The report emphasises the inevitable social disintegration, violence and national and international
terrorism73 that this inequality fosters.
There is significant literature showing correlations between inequality, poverty and conflict. In
particular, the results in Alesina et al74 suggest that poor economic conditions increase the probability
of political coups. Collier and Hoeflfer75 show that economic variables are powerful predictors of
civil war, while political variables have low explanatory power. Miguel, Satyanath, and Sergenti76
show that, for a sample of African countries, negative exogenous shocks in economic growth increase
the likelihood of civil conflict. The likelihood of armed conflict correlates strongly with a decline in
the UNDP’s human development ranking (See Figure 1.4) As Figure 1.4 illustrates, 5.5 per cent of the
countries ranked as High Human Development states by the UN Human Development Index (HDI)
2004 experienced one or more armed conflicts during the ten-year period 1995-2004. This figure rises
to 29.1 per cent of those ranked as Medium Human Development states.

For Low Human

Development states, there was almost as much likelihood (47.2 per cent) that they were at war during
the decade as not.
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Figure 1.4: Correlation between Human Development Index and likelihood of conflict. (Source:PloughShares77,2004)

1.1.6 The Impact of Diseases such as HIV-AIDS and Malaria
HIV-AIDS and Malaria are crippling diseases that devastate both the productive capacity and the
social fabric of the world’s poorest nations. Approximately 500 million people suffer from acute
malaria every year, of whom, one million die.78 HIV has had a profound effect on communities
around the world often killing those adults upon which the elderly and children depend. Numerous
publications79 have outlined how
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“The AIDS epidemic sweeping Africa is not only killing millions of people and tearing apart families -- it is
also crippling economic growth in a continent that is already the world's poorest…cost of treating AIDS
patients, the loss of experienced workers to the disease and subsequent restrictions on investment will all
hamper economic growth in the decades ahead. That will undercut Africa's efforts to prevent the gap
between itself and the rest of the world from getting even wider. Governments will have to spend more of
their limited resources on health spending, and ordinary families will have to move money away from food
and education to caring for the sick.”80
As UNAIDS stated in 2004
“Although prevention is the mainstay of the response to AIDS, fewer than one in five people worldwide
have access to HIV prevention services. Comprehensive prevention could avert 29 million of the 45
million new infections projected to occur this decade. Although antiretroviral treatment is bringing hope to
millions, without sharply reducing the number of new HIV infections, expanded access to treatment
becomes unsustainable.”81
1.1.7 Over-Consumption of Resources in the industrialised countries.
The demands of people in high-consumption OECD economies have significantly more environmental
impact than poorer countries with low levels of per capita resource consumption. This is significant,
from a sustainability point of view, because, if global inequality and poverty is to be addressed, then
business as usual economic development is no longer an option because it will be physically
impossible for all developing nations to achieve Western material living standards. The global
‘ecological footprint’ (the equivalent land and water area required to produce a given population’s
material standard, including resources appropriated from other places) is already greater than the
carrying capacity of our planet. Since 1963, for instance, there has been a 2.4-fold increase in the
material throughput of the global economy82 and in 2001, humanity’s ecological footprint exceeded
the global bio-capacity by 21%.83 (Figure 1.5)
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Figure 1.5: Ecological Footprint of Humanity over Time (Source:World Wildlife Fund84, 2004)

Research has shown that the scale of the human economy now overwhelms many of the Earth’s
natural material cycles, such as nitrogen85, sulphur86, carbon87, water88 and trace metals89.
Consequently, if the emerging economies of developing countries were also to be based on such
intensive use of resources, this would put extreme environmental pressure on the world’s resource
base and the world’s ecosystem’s sources and sinks. As the UNEP 2002 Sustainable Consumption
Status report stated
“If China were to consume seafood at the per capita rate of Japan, it would need 100 million tonnes,
more than today’s total catch. If China’s beef consumption was to match the USA’s per capita
consumption and if that beef was produced mainly in feedlot, this would take grain equivalent to the
entire US harvest.”
1.1.8 Population Growth
All of these problems are exacerbated by population growth, although it is their resource consumption
patterns or people’s localised concentrations that effect ecological and social sustainability more than
their mere numbers. World population stands at 6.7 billion and is forecast to rise to 8-9 billion before
levelling off. UN Environment Program, in its fourth Global Environmental Outlook, stated that
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Over the past two decades the world population has increased by almost 34 percent to 6.7 billion from 5
billion; similarly, the financial wealth of the planet has soared by about a third. But the land available to
each person on earth had shrunk by 2005 to 2.02 hectares, or 5 acres, from 7.91 hectares in 1900 and
was projected to drop to 1.63 hectares for each person by 2050. The result of that population growth
combined with unsustainable consumption has resulted in an increasingly stressed planet where natural
disasters and environmental degradation endanger millions of humans, as well as plant and animal
species. Current demand for resources was close to 22 hectares per person, a figure that would have to
be cut to between 15 and 16 hectares per person to stay within existing, sustainable limits.90
1.1.9 Natural Resource Depletion and Loss of Ecosystem Services
When different environmental pressures on the world’s ecosystems from different sources –
unsustainable consumption, population growth, climate change, water shortages, pollution,
eutrophication, loss of biodiversity - combine they have a compound effect on each other.91 The
impacts of the greenhouse effect alone may be significantly mitigated, but when these are combined
with deforestation and biodiversity loss, the conversion of vast land mass to freshwater intensive
modern agriculture, increasing urban waste streams, then the stress on our remaining natural
ecosystems can no longer be ignored. In many cases, the cost of destroying ecosystem services
becomes apparent only when the services start to break down.92 In late March 2005, the United
Nation’s (UN) Millennium Ecosystem Assessment93, conducted by 1360 experts in 95 nations,
reported that approximately 60 percent of the ecosystem services that support life on Earth are being
seriously degraded or used unsustainably. The UN Millenium Ecosystem Assessment documents
several “accelerating, abrupt, and potentially irreversible changes.” These include:
- Fishery collapses, illustrated by the collapse of the Newfoundland cod fishery off the coast of
Canada.
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- Algal blooms, caused by the increased use of nitrogen based fertilisers globally, which have
led to massive fish loss and the creation of dead zones such as in the Gulf of Mexico.
- The replacement of corals by algae in many locations caused by eutrophication and the decline
in population of fish that feed on algae and with a consequent long term decline in the reefs fish
population and overall productivity.
- Desertification, as land degradation worsens due to climate change and loss of biomass
leading to the collapse of grasslands, moisture retention and soil structure.
- Increased vulnerability due to climate change and destruction of natural habitat which
provides resilience and protection from extreme weather events leading to increased flooding,
landslides and coastal storm surges.
- Crop failures, caused by pests, pathogens, lack of diversity, destruction of biodiversity (such
as the loss of pollinators), soil erosion, water pollution and increased low level ( tropospheric)
ozone.
The serious risks posed by such tipping points mean that humanity has just decades to rapidly reduce
these environmental pressures to ensure irreversible decline of ecosystem resilience is avoided. Such
an assessment of the world’s ecosystems is in accord with previous assessments. For instance,
according to an analysis of the world's ecosystems prepared by the United Nations, the World Bank
and the World Resources Institute in 2000, ‘There are considerable signs that the capacity of
ecosystems, the biological engines of the planet, to produce many of the goods and services we depend
on is rapidly declining”94. In 2007, the fourth Global Environment Outlook95 (GEO-4), published by
the United Nations Environment Program (UNEP), came to similar conclusions.

It stated that

“Humanity is changing the Earth's climate so fast and devouring resources so voraciously that it is
poised to bequeath a ravaged planet to future generations.” The fourth Global Environment Outlook
(GEO-4), was compiled by 390 experts from observations, studies and data garnered over two
decades. The 570-page report says world leaders must propel the environment "to the core of
decision-making" to tackle a daily worsening crisis
"The need couldn't be more urgent and the time couldn't be more opportune, with our enhanced
understanding of the challenges we face, to act now to safeguard our own survival and that of future
generations."96
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Further empirical evidence that humankind has already overshot the ecological thresholds in many
areas of the world’s ecosystems is covered in detail in numerous publications such as the U=EP
Global Environmental Outlooks97, IPCC Assessments98, World Resources Reports99, DAC
Development Reports100, Human Development Report101, The State of the World reports102, Limits to
Growth-The Thirty Year Update103, Economic Growth and Environmental Sustainability104.

1.2 The Emergence of Sustainable Development as a Common Vision
The negative trends and issues listed in 1.1.1-1.1.9 of this chapter are important to this thesis because
recognition of these trends, and the fact that these trends are interlinked, is what led to the call in the
1980s for sustainable development.

Starting with the 1972 UN Conference on the Human

Environment in Stockholm and the publication of Barbara Ward’s Only One Earth, environmental and
development issues were given a new level of importance by governments and the United Nations.
The 1972 UN conference was historically very significant because, when the United Nations was
established in 1945, a shared concern in the environment was not mentioned in its agenda for world
security. It focussed on peace, human rights and fair socioeconomic development. This lack of
attention persisted over the first twenty-five years of the United Nations. The Stockholm Conference
on the Human Environment in 1972 changed that and since then, ecological security has been the
fourth major stated concern of the United Nations. That changed as a result of the Stockholm
Conference on the Human Environment in 1972. Since the early seventies, ecological security has
emerged as a fourth major concern of the United Nations. Beginning with the Stockholm Declaration,
the nations of the world have adopted over seventy declarations, charters, and treaties that seek to
build a global partnership that protects the environment and integrates conservation and development.
The 1972 UN Conference on the Human Environment also led to the creation of the UNEP and IIED
in 1972. IIED staff would later on, in the 1980s, play a key role in helping to draft chapters of Our
Common Future105. This 1972 UN conference also led to numerous changes in government and other
institutions to address environmental and development issues. For instance the OECD formed the
Environment Directorate in the 1970s which undertook much research which helped inform the
landmark 1980s publication on sustainable development Our Common Future.
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In the early 1980s the World Conservation Strategy and subsequently from 1984-1987 the World
Commission on Environment and Development – the Brundtland Commission’s – Our Common
Future (OCF) were developed in response to increasingly informed analyses of the links between
environment, social issues and economic development.

The publication of the Brundtland

Commission Our Common Future is one of the most influential publications ever on these issues,
addressing in detail the challenges of poverty, global inequality and threats to environmental
sustainability. Since the publication of OCF, worldwide acceptance of the importance of and the
interlinked nature of environmental, social and economic issues has grown significantly. The World
Bank, the OECD, even the IMF all endorsed Our Common Future, helping to build significant
momentum and political will for the 1992 Earth Summit attended by 189 countries.
1.2.1 Definitions of Sustainable Development
The Brundtland Commission’s publication Our Common Future is famous for its definition of
sustainable development - “development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the
ability of future generations to meet their own needs.” But there were other definitions of sustainable
development also outlined in Our Common Future that have since had relatively less attention such as
- ‘consumption standards that are within the bounds of the ecological possible and to which all
can reasonably aspire.’
- Or development that, ‘at a minimum … must not endanger the natural systems that support
life on Earth: the atmosphere, the waters, the soils and the living beings.’
In addition to defining sustainable development, the Brundtland Commission recommended a series of
policy changes and strategies needed to achieve sustainable development such as ensuring a
sustainable level of population, to increasing equity within and between nations, to reducing poverty,
reducing the energy and resource content of growth, re-orienting technology, and merging
environment and economics in decision-making.
In taking the idea and desirability of intergenerational equity seriously, the Brundtland Commission
provided some very profound challenges to some little discussed assumptions about our society and
ourselves. It was also significant because it challenged our beliefs about what makes us better off and
it challenged our perceptions of responsibility for others and future generations. We should at the
outset define what we mean by intergenerational equity. One broadly acceptable definition106 is this:
“The principle of intergenerational equity means that decisions taken today should ensure that at
least an equivalent set of opportunities for human welfare is available to succeeding
generations.”
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Since Our Common Future was published many have worked together to help better define in detail
what sustainable development and intergenerational equity means. For instance, a number of
economists and ecologists published a significant paper Are We Consuming Too Much?107 in 2004
which they argued that sustainable development is development where the inclusive wealth – natural
resources, ecosystems, and economic, financial, and manufactured capital, human welfare and human
knowledge - of a society does not decline over time.
Their methodology is an attempt to measure the change in value over time of all the critical capital
stocks in an economic system, at constant prices. Inclusive Wealth is "inclusive" for two reasons: one,
because it tries to include everything that actually matters to human welfare and quality of life and
two, because it includes the interests of future generations.
The important distinguishing feature of this method is the use of accounting prices, or what is the
"shadow price".108 Such shadow prices reflect the actual cost of replacing the asset, and do not vary
with changes in valuation by the market. They are looking for the value of changes in assets and not
for the changes in the value of assets. The authors note that
“Current estimates of genuine wealth depend crucially on the values assigned to shadow prices, yet the
empirical basis for these prices is very weak. Numerical growth models can be used to project growth
paths of economies and the sensitivity of these paths to changes in capital stocks. In this way, they can
generate much better assessments of the critical shadow prices.”109
The inclusive wealth framework also seeks to measure to what extent different forms are actually
substitutable. There are two main lines of thought on the ability to both aggregate different forms of
capital and in turn substitute them. One is the ‘Weak’ or ‘Narrow’ definition, which assumes that all
forms of capital are substitutable. The other is the ‘Strong’ or ‘Broad’ definition, where the ability to
transform one form of capital into another is not assumed; rather great efforts are made to determine
whether substitutability is in fact possible. The limitation of the Weak definition is that both human
and manufactured capital are complemented by nature and will struggle to find cost effective
substitutes for many of its services. Also nature has an intrinsic right to exist. As we described
earlier, there is mounting evidence that our ecosystems are more fragile than first thought, suggesting
that nature (natural capital) is to be cherished and restored and not converted into other forms of
capital. Hence, the inclusive wealth framework brings in the best of the Strong or Broad definition by
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placing more restrictive conditions on the ability to substitute particular forms of capital. Pearson,
Harris and Walker110 have been working on incorporating the most useful aspects of both the Weak
and Strong definitions into the Inclusive Wealth framework to ensure that Inclusive Wealth has
something like the following properties:
• The measure would allow for the quantification of the total capital stock, thus allowing analysis of
the overall trend.
• The measure would allow the substitutability of each form of capital within the measure to be
governed by an assigned relative weighting.
• The limitations effecting substitutability of each form of capital would be clearly understood and
accounted for. In particular, any critical thresholds such as ecological limits or the inability to be
further substituted would be taken into account, together with the level of difficulty in reversing the
substitution of different types of capital (irreversibility). This last point is very important. As Ehrlich
et al111 have explained
“It is important to realize that even if an economy satisfies the sustainability criterion (i.e., relative to
population, inclusive investment is not negative) today, or has satisfied the criterion in the recent past, it
might not continue to do so in the future. Whether it is able to do so depends on the scale of the economy
(measured by, say, gross domestic product [GDP]), among other things. If the scale becomes too large
relative to the natural capital base of the economy, the economy will be unable to maintain its inclusive
wealth. Specifically, as an economy’s scale increases, natural capital (e.g., ecosystems) becomes more
scarce relative to the size of the economy. Consequently, the amount of other types of capital needed to
substitute for natural capital—that is, the shadow price of natural capital—may rise. The extent to which
the shadow price rises depends on a number of factors, including the rate of technological progress .
There can even come a point where no amount of feasible investment in manufactured capital or human
capital can offset further declines in natural capital.”112
The ecosystem services listed below provided by natural capital, for free currently, are not cost
effectively replaceable or substitutable by technological innovation.

These ecosystem services

complement and are depended on by life on our planet:
• production of atmospheric gases.
• supporting evolutionary processes, and biodiversity;
• purification of soil, water and air.
• storage and cycling of fresh water and nutrients.
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• regulation of the chemistry of the atmosphere and oceans.
• maintenance of habitats for wildlife.
• disposing of organic wastes.
• sequestration and treatment of waste.
• pest and disease control by insects, birds and other organisms.
• production of the variety of species for food, fibres, pharmaceuticals and materials.
• conversion of solar energy into natural materials.
• prevention of soil erosion and sediment loss.
• alleviating floods and managing runoff.
• protection against UV radiation.
• regulation of the local and global climate.
• development of topsoil and maintenance of soil fertility.
• production of grasslands, fertilizers and food.
Arrow et al113 have applied the inclusive wealth approach to a number of countries to assess whether
or not we are consuming too much or whether in fact “current generations are making the investments that
are necessary to assure higher real living standards in the future, despite stresses on the natural resource
base.”114 They stated that
“Although the evidence is far from conclusive… We…find evidence that several nations of the globe are
failing to meet a sustainability criterion: their investments in human and manufactured capital are not
sufficient to offset the depletion of natural capital…”.
1.2.2 Clarifying Sustainable Development and the Role of Ethics and Values
It is also important to clarify that the call for sustainable development is both scientifically and
ethically based. In addition to understanding scientifically the state of the planet and the extent of
extreme poverty and global inequality there are also ethical decisions to be made by society on what it
is they wish to sustain and maintain indefinitely and what they wish to change. Sustainable
development involves these two components
•

sustaining (maintaining) the things that we value and

•

improving the condition of people, society and the environment to ensure that what we value
is sustained for us and for future generations. This is the ethical principle of intergenerational
equity.
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So we can gain great clarity in our actions if we begin any discussion of sustainable development with
the question: ‘What do we value and wish to sustain?’ Having worked this out, it is valuable to then
ask ‘What needs to be done to ensure that those things, which we value, are indeed sustained?’ If we
value the ecosystems, upon which life and our lives depend, then sustainable development needs to
ensure the survival or maintenance of ecosystems services and biodiversity. The greenhouse gas
reduction targets that nations choose is partly an ethical decision. For every degree that global
temperatures may increase due to human induced global warming scientists warn us that more species
will become extinct and more vulnerable people are highly likely to die. Table 1.2 illustrates this.
How much do we value the right for all species to survive? How much do we value a human life?
CSIRO’s research shows that with a small temperature rise 81 per cent of the Great Barrier Reef will
be bleached. How much do we value the sustaining of the Great Barrier Reef and all the jobs and
businesses that depend on it? Rising temperatures from global warming is also predicted to lead to
more days per annum over 35 degrees in Australia. The elderly, in particular, are vulnerable to such
hot days. In Europe, in 2003, extreme heat was a factor in 35,000 deaths. How much do we value our
fellow human beings lives? If, through such debates and discussions of ethics and values, we realise
that sustaining the things that we value is really important to us then, logically, it is vital that we
achieve such greenhouse gas reduction targets and achieve sustainability, otherwise the things that we
have said we want to sustain will not be sustained. They will be degraded or made extinct. But in
addressing an issue like greenhouse gas emission reduction targets we also need to be sensitive to
other social and economic aspects that we wish to sustain.

In seeking to achieve ecologically

sustainable cuts to greenhouse gas emissions, it is important to do this in a way that ensures that
people do not lose their jobs permanently. We do not want towns and communities that, for instance,
were dependant on coal mining to collapse and fragment. Thus to ensure that people are treated with
respect we also will need to invest in structural readjustment packages and retraining and job creation
schemes to ensure people are valued and treated with the dignity that they deserve during a transition
to a sustainable society.
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Table 1.2: Summary of climate change impacts on Australia across selected areas.
(Source: CSIRO Marine & Atmospheric Research (2006))

1.2.3 Sustainable Development Requires No Major Trade Offs
If we value environmental, social and economic conditions and goals, we need to approach
sustainability (ecological, social and economic) goals as goals to be achieved, with no major tradeoffs. One of the critically important implications to the sustainability decision-making process, where
society wants to pursue a range of goals simultaneously, is that it must be based on the principle of
‘no-major-trade-offs’. Logically, if society is committed to sustaining something, it cannot trade-off
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the continued existence of that thing or attribute in order to meet other goals. Similarly, in a
sustainable development approach, it is desirable for actions taken in the pursuit of one goal to also
contribute to the achievement of other goals: ‘win–win–win’ outcomes. As former Australian Liberal
Leader of the Senate Robert Hill states
‘We need to develop decision-making processes which take into account, not only the financial costs
and benefits of our actions, but also the social and environmental consequences. Those processes will
need to shift the focus away from short-term economic gain towards long-term economic, social and
environmental impacts – the triple bottom line.’115 Striking the right balance between the economic,
social and environmental values of our actions is the essence of sustainable development.116
In the past, following a rather simplistic application of optimization theory, it has been assumed that
the pursuit of multiple goals means that no one goal can be maximized; there must be major trade-offs.
But, in complex systems such as economies, societies and ecosystems, we are still so far from a
theoretical perfect optimum that there may be significant potential to find solutions that can deliver
multiple goals through ‘no major- trade-offs’ and ‘win–win outcomes’. To deliver such outcomes
does require a major commitment to foster innovation and to increase greatly the capability of long
term thinking and the handling of complex issues. Take for instance the award-winning, AU$3 billion
project to tackle salinity in south-western Western Australia. The company, Woodside Petroleum, is
the partner for this biomass/activated charcoal/eucalyptus oil project, which will involve the planting
of millions of Mallee eucalyptus trees to lower the water table and thus mitigate the effects of salinity
in Western Australia.117 The activated charcoal from plantations will take the pressure off native
forests that are presently being used for activated charcoal all over the world, as it is in high demand as
a reductant in mineral refining. Finally, it will also act as a carbon sink whilst creating new jobs. This
thesis will show, through such case studies, that genuine win–win–win opportunities exist.
To capture both the sustaining and changing aspects of Sustainable Development it can be defined as
follows: progress that genuinely sustains and improves economic, social and environmental wellbeing with no major trade offs, locally and globally, now and in the future. This definition captures
the ideas in the well being and sustainability literature, the local and global dimensions of the
sustainable development challenge and the need to achieve no major trade offs between economic,
social and environmental goals and outcomes. But still such a definition is quite abstract for many
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people. What does it mean in practise for a society to seek to achieve sustainable development? What
does it mean for a society to aspire to becoming a sustainable society?
1.2.4 A Charter for Sustainable Development: The Earth Charter
One of the most significant attempts to work out both what people value and then what does it mean to
aspire to creating a sustainable society has been the process to develop the Earth Charter which is
printed in full in Appendix 1.2. The Earth Charter is a significant document in that it synthesizes both
what we value as humanity and also outlines a list of things to do to ensure that what we value is
sustained. It was the World Commission on Environment and Development (WCED) chaired by Gro
Harlem Brundtland that issued the proposal leading to the early efforts to create an Earth Charter. In
Our Common Future, the WCED called for creation of "a universal declaration" in the form of "a new
charter" that would "consolidate and extend relevant legal principles" creating "new norms . . . needed
to maintain livelihoods and life on our shared planet" and "to guide state behaviour in the transition to
sustainable development."118
The United Nations Conference on Environment and Development (UNCED), the Earth Summit held
in Rio de Janeiro in 1992, took up the challenge of drafting the Earth Charter. A number of
governments submitted recommendations. Many non-governmental organizations, including groups
representing the major religious faiths, became actively involved. However, the time was not right.
An NGO Earth Charter was drafted at Rio, but efforts to create a UN Earth Charter were abandoned.
Agreement was reached on the Rio Declaration, which is a valuable document, but it does not contain
the ethical vision required for an Earth Charter.
A new Earth Charter Initiative was launched in 1994 with the final draft launched in 2000.119 The
Earth Charter Initiative is part of the worldwide global ethics movement which seeks to identify
common goals and shared values that transcend cultural, religious, and national boundaries. Its
development has been influenced by the growing literature on global ethics. During the last three
decades of the twentieth century, the practice of cross-cultural and inter-religious dialogue has spread
widely, and there is a growing awareness that peoples from diverse traditions share belief in many
fundamental values. The "Declaration toward a Global Ethic" issued by the Parliament of the World's
Religions in 1993 is a very good example. In addition, the increasing consciousness of global
interdependence and the identification of common problems has intensified the search for and
articulation of shared ethical principles. The Earth Charter consultation has promoted the worldwide
dialogue on global ethics, and the ethical vision in the Earth Charter is a contribution to the search for
a global ethic. The Earth Charter outlines clearly what socially and environmentally we need to do to
achieve sustainable development.
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1.2.6 Reaction to the Earth Charter
The Earth Charter has been publicly endorsed, recognized, or supported by people and organizations
across a wide range of the political spectrum, from conservative to liberal, as well as from all major
religious traditions.

It has received support from business corporations, grassroots activists,

universities, governments, professional bodies and global non-governmental organizations. Overall,
reaction to the document can be characterized as overwhelmingly positive.
However, the Charter has also received significant opposition from some groups and governments. In
the United States and a few other countries, members of the Religious Right have objected to the
document on grounds that it is secular, espouses socialism, and contains no reference to the doctrines
of Judeo-Christianity. Some argue that the Earth Charter is part of a conspiracy to supplant traditional
religions with a modern form of paganism and cite an informal comment by Mikhail Gorbachev, a
member of the governing body in charge of the Earth Charter process, that the document is "a kind of
Ten Commandments", and point to the fact that at the 2002 World Summit on Sustainable
Development in Johannesburg, South Africa, a copy of the document was placed symbolically in an
"Ark of Hope".120 Some members of the American Religious Right infer from these incidents that the
Charter is a proposed replacement for the Ten Commandments, and part of a conspiracy to establish a
New World Government that replaces individual “national sovereignty” and get pagan teachings into
schools by stealth.121 Yet the Charter itself makes no statements to support these claims of intent to
supplant any of the world's religions or to create a world government. The Charter is simply a
statement of common ethical values. It recognises humanity's shared responsibility to the Earth and to
each other.
Right wing think tanks have sought to try to stir the more orthodox and traditional churches into action
against the Earth Charter. For instance, the Centre for Independent Studies produced a critique of the
idea of there being an intrinsic right of all living things to exist in the early ‘90s. It was very critical of
this approach, saying it was ‘dangerously New Age’. The Centre for Independent Studies in the 1990s
was trying to panic the churches to make sure they do not support principles which underpin the Earth
Charter and the call for sustainable development.122 .
Overall these dissenters are relatively few in number. Overall, few disagree with the goals and
principles of the Earth Charter but it is important to note that the Earth Charter does not address the
scale and speed issues of how fast these goals and principles need to be achieved. Businesses and
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governments recognise the need to developing targets to achieve certain goals by certain dates to
achieve sustainable development.
1.2.7 Defining Social, Economic and Environmental Sustainability
In this sub section, what follows is a list of, to date, the toughest targets recommended thus far by
scientists of what is required to achieve ecological and social sustainability. These targets are often
hotly debated. But in listing the toughest targets and discussing efforts in the world to achieve these
tough targets the thesis cannot be accused of underestimating the scale and speed of the task. I have
attempted to do this below with the following lists that I have developed of social, environmental and
economic goals befitting a society aspiring to become simultaneously socially, environmentally and
economically sustainable. It is very important to emphasize that achieving a sustainable society is not
simply achieving targets to ensure ecological sustainability. Ecological sustainability cannot be done
at the expense of social sustainability. As societies strive to achieve ecological sustainability it must
not be done in a way that punishes or hurts segments of the community. This can cause deep
alienation and lead to a backlash. Rather an economic growth that is socially and environmentally
sustainable needs to arise out of the aspirations of citizens, communities, organizations, corporations
and institutions working together. This social, human dimension is emerging as the key to whether
societies achieve ecological sustainability or not. In reality these two dimensions are intimately
related but for clarity I will consider the environmental dimension of sustainability first followed by
the social and economic dimensions of sustainability. A sustainable society is socially sustainable, if
at the very least it:
•

Eradicates poverty and homelessness as an ethical, social, and environmental imperative. The
nations of the world have committed to the UN Millennium Development Goals which seeks
to halve world poverty by 2015. (Chapter 6, Subsection 6.1.1)

•

Stabilises global population to assist both poverty reduction and the achievement of
environmental sustainability. (Chapter 6, Subsection 6.1.3)

•

Ensure universal access to education (Chapter 6, Subsection 6.1.4)

•

Ensure universal access to health care (Chapter 6, Subsection 6.1.5)

•

Invests in ecologically forms of sustainable development that both reduce poverty and achieve
environmental sustainability. (Chapter 6, Subsection 6.1.6)

•

Guarantees the right to potable water and safe sanitation. (Chapter 6, Subsection 6.1.6)

•

Eliminates corruption in all public and private institutions (Chapter 6, Subsection 6.1.10)

•

Promotes the equitable distribution of wealth within nations and among nations. (Chapter 6,
Subsection 6.2.1)
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•

Is built on the principles of social justice and equal opportunity where equal opportunity
ensures equal access to high levels of education, information, employment and health care.
(Chapter 6.2.3)

•

Seeks to achieve as close to full employment as possible. (Chapter 6, Subsection 6.2.4)

•

Ensures basic labour standards and rights. (Chapter 6, Subsection 6.2.5)

•

Ensures gender equality and equal opportunity for woman (Chapter 6, Subsection 6.2.7)

•

Gives expression to human potential through creativity and innovation. (Chapter 6, Subsection
6.2.8)

•

Encourages tolerance and cultural diversity (Chapter 6, Subsection 6.2.10)

•

Is strengthened by democratic institutions at all levels, and provide transparency and
accountability in governance, inclusive participation in decision-making, and access to justice.
(Chapter 6, Subsection 6.3)

•

Promote a Culture of Tolerance, Non-violence, and Peace Chapter 6, Subsection 6.3.2)

Many of these social sustainability goals are discussed in detail in Chapter 6 of this thesis. Such a
strong social sustainability foundation would greatly assist societies to achieve ecological
sustainability. But in practise what does the process of achieving ecological sustainability look like?
To achieve, for instance, the ecological sustainability goals of the Earth Charter such as ensuring the
right of all living things to live (ensure no more species extinction) what needs to be done? The
following is a list of key stretch goals which would need to be achieved to achieve ecological
sustainability. Some of these goals may seem excessive but ecological sustainability is based on the
precautionary principle.123 The precautionary principle states where there are likely threats of serious
or irreversible environmental damage, lack of full scientific certainty should not be used as a reason
for postponing measures to prevent environmental degradation. Whilst ambitious, the following
targets surely are necessary if humanity is to ensure it avoids irreversible adverse effects and lives
within the ecological limits of the planet forever:
•

A Factor 4-10 dematerialisation (for developed countries), and then maintenance of a capped
quantity of materials and energy for all purposes.124 The Netherlands, Sweden, and Austria
governments have all committed to achieving Factor 4. (Chapter 5, Subsections 5.3.4-5.3.5)

•

Achieve a natural stabilisation of global population through ending extreme poverty and
reducing infant mortality rates in the 3rd world. (Chapter 6)
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•

Decouple economic growth from greenhouse gas emissions on a scale and speed fast enough
to avoid dangerous climate change. Numerous organisations and businesses are now adopting
goals of achieving climate neutrality as quickly as possible. UNEP has created a global
climate neutral network which includes four nations which have committed to becoming
climate neutral: New Zealand, Norway, Costa Rica and Iceland.125 (Chapter 7)

•

Nations to reduce oil dependence as soon as possible.126 Sweden and Iceland have committed
to transform their economies to become free of needing any oil imports. Sweden has
committed to be independent of oil imports by 2020. (Chapter 7, Subsection 7.3.5)

•

Renewable resources be used efficiently and their use not be permitted to exceed their longterm rates of natural regeneration. Harvesting rates in industries such as forestry and fisheries
must not exceed ecologically maximum sustainable yield. (Chapter 3, Subsection 3.1 and
Chapter 8, Subsections 8.1.6 and 8.1.8-8.1.10)

•

Major restoration of habitat for threatened species.
127

hotspots

Protecting the world’s biodiversity

as soon as possible. Most OECD countries have biodiversity hotspot programs.

These existing programs need to be expanded. (Chapter 8, Subsection 8.1.8 – 8.1.10)
•

Ensure ecologically sustainable management the remaining forests of the world. China, New
Zealand, the Philippines, Sri Lanka, Thailand, and Vietnam all have total or partial bans on
deforestation.128 (Chapter 8, Subsection 8.1.8-8.1.10)

•

Ensure rangeland protection and restoration. (Chapter 8, Subsection 8.1.10)

•

Restore soil fertility and improve global soil conservation practices as an ethical, economic,
food security and climate change imperative. (Chapter 8, Subsection 8.1.8-8.1.10)

•

Restore oceanic fisheries through establishing of a worldwide network of marine reserves,
which would cover roughly 30 percent of the ocean. (Chapter 8, Subsections 8.1.6)

•

Wilderness corridors need to be restored to allow species to migrate north or south during
climate change over the coming centuries. (Chapter 8, Subsection 8.1.8-8.1.10)

•

Reduce air pollution levels below that recommended by the World Health Organisation
(Chapter 8, Subsection 8.2)

•

Reduce freshwater extraction below rates that ensure renewable use of water for future
generations. (Chapter 8, Subsection 8.3)
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•

Shifting linear material flows to a closed-loop economy (encourage recycling) to get as close
as thermodynamically and economically possible to zero waste. Japan has committed to
becoming a closed loop recycling society. Numerous governments have committed to zero
waste targets. The Australian Capital Territory government in Australia has committed to zero
waste by 2010. (Chapter 8, Subsection 8.4)

•

Facilitate and encourage good product stewardship which involves responsible product design,
use, re-use, recycling and disposal. The EU has embraced product stewardship for many
products. (Chapter 8, Subsection 8.4)

•

Adopt national sustainable consumption programs in line with recommendations from the
2002 UNEP Sustainable Consumption and Production report.129 Recommendations from this
report have been adopted by a number of EU countries. (Chapter 8, Subsection 8.4)

Chapters 7 and 8 consider these goals and targets in more detail and how they correlate with economic
growth and prosperity. This is because a sustainable society’s economic goals are also equally
important. It is vital that a society achieves the social and environmental goals without damaging the
economy but rather strengthening it. Hence to achieve economic goals governments should seek to
develop and implement a robust fiscal framework and effective economic policy to help ensure the
achievement over time of
•

Decoupling economic growth from environmental pressures absolutely without significantly
harming economic growth rates or the competitiveness of business.130 (Chapter 5 and Chapter
4 respectively)

•

Achieving “green” growth through encouraging investment in eco-efficiency initiatives and
still more substantive transformations to sustainability whilst reducing negative rebound
effects. (Chapter 5, Subsection 5.3.7)

•

Ensuring non-declining inclusive wealth and well being for future generations but ideally aim
to ensure greater choice and opportunity for future generations to achieve higher well being.131
(Chapter 5, Subsections 5.5 and 5.6)

•

Creating meaningful employment. (Chapter 6, Subsection 6.2.4.1)

•

Providing information. Adam Smith’s ‘Invisible hand’ works only under certain criteria that
include the markets having perfect information. But who has perfect information? One of the
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key roles of government is to supply relevant information to help markets more efficiently
allocate resources.
•

Facilitating and encouraging innovation for sustainability through investing in research,
development & demonstration (RD&D).

•

Internalising externalities with minimal harm to business’s competitiveness through eco-taxes,
feebates, levies, market based instruments, ie: tradeable permits and caps and other creative
market signals.132 (Chapter 4, Subsection 4.2)

•

Taxing social and environmental ‘bads’, whilst providing effective non-inflationary incentives
to social and environmental ‘goods’.133 (Chapter 6, Subsection 6.2.4.1)

•

Reduce and remove perverse subsidies.134

•

Measure what matters. It is vital that decision makers have feedback on the effectiveness or
otherwise of their decisions to help them make better decisions in the future. (Chapter 5,
Subsections 5.5 and 5.6)

•

Maintain the GDP measure but also phase in additional measurements of national well being
and progress. (Chapter 5, Subsections 5.5 and 5.6)

The Earth Charter plus the above list of targets would be seen by most as an ambitious list of things to
do by even the most radical NGO. Whilst any one of these goals can be achieved many would doubt
that all these goals and targets could be achieved simultaneously by a nation. If any nation achieved
all the above goals and targets it would be historic. Yet the above list, is created by combining targets
either recommended by respected scientists or already committed to be leading governments.

1.3 Exploring the Ecological Modernisation Discourse - Is it Possible to “Have
It All”?
It is still contested whether or not sustainable development with no major trade offs can be achieved.
For instance, 1987 Brundtland Commission report Our Common Future claimed that it was
economically and technologically feasible for the world economy to grow fast enough to reduce
poverty without increasing environmental damage. But, in the Brundtland Commission report this
was asserted rather than demonstrated.135 Our Common Future was heavily criticised for this. In
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1994, Dunchin and Lange136 did undertake such modelling. They modelled whether or not it was
possible to reconcile the required economic growth to dramatically reduce poverty without increasing
environmental damage. Their modelling showed that it was not. This thesis argues that Dunchin and
Lange’s assessments of what was economically and technically possible were too pessimistic. Twenty
years on from the publication of Our Common Future this key assumption of Our Common Future and
the field of ecological modernisation is still contested. Similarly Our Common Future argued that was
not a significant trade off between jobs and the environment. Yet this claim was backed up by very
few studies, and as the world recession hit in the early 1990s, the media and the conservative rightwing side of politics challenged this claim that there was not a major trade off between environment
and jobs. The vested interests often utilising and funding right wing think tanks ran a significant
campaign in the early 1990s arguing that sustainable development would lead to significant loss of
jobs, harm business competitiveness and the economy. Their campaign resonated with many in the
early 1990s due to the global recession of the time. These weaknesses are listed here to demonstrate
to what extent there is still a need now, twenty years after Our Common Future was first published to
a) Begin to stock-take empirical studies from the last twenty years to examine whether or not it is
possible to achieve sustainable development with no major trade offs.
b) Begin to review empirical studies from the last 20 years which help to back up or disprove the
central claims of Our Common Future regarding the compatibility of economic growth and
environmental and social sustainability.
This is the central goal of this thesis. Twenty years on from Our Common Future is a good time to
begin to review the empirical evidence to test the claim from Our Common Future regarding whether
or not it is possible, as Brundtland stated to have “a new form of growth, one that is forceful but also
environmentally and socially sustainable?” From the mid-1980s onwards, the changing nature of
environmental policies and politics in a number of European and non-European countries has provided
a better empirical foundation for the development of a more systematic analysis of this question.
This question also goes to the heart of ecological modernisation. As Dryzek stated “Much of its
(ecological modernisation’s) appeal lies in its promise that “we can have it all: economic growth,
environmental conservation, social justice”137. This thesis examines in Chapters 5-8 whether we
indeed can have it all as Dryzek described it. This thesis contends that new empirical studies assessing
developments in institutional, policy, and technical change from the late 1980s onwards allows this
central assertion of ecological modernisation to begin to be tested. Thus this thesis, by addressing one
of the key contested assertions of Our Common Future, also addresses one of the central claims of
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ecological modernisation as well. Hence this theses claim to be part of and building on the ecological
modernisation tradition.
This thesis is a defence of and a contribution to the discourse of strong ecological modernisation. This
thesis in Chapter 3 and Chapter 5 especially seeks to address the main criticisms of ecological
modernisation. Critics of ecological modernisation argue either that
a) Economic growth cannot be decoupled from physical growth and environmental pressures or
b) If decoupling can be achieved, that it will be insufficient to achieve environmental
sustainability on the scale or speed required or
c) That negative rebound effects will undermine efforts to decouple economic growth from
environmental pressures through eco-efficiency and resource productivity improvements.
Chapter 5 of this thesis addresses these criticisms. Critics of ecological modernisation also argue that
even if sufficient decoupling can be technically achieved; vested interests and political realities will
make it very hard for such changes to occur. Chapter 3 discusses the nature and challenge of vested
interests and discusses strategies to address them. Chapters 4 to 9 develop these strategies.
Since this thesis is a defence of strong ecological modernisation theory, before proceeding further it is
important to address the following:
a) what is ecological modernisation and what are its common elements?
b) the historical context within which ecological modernisation developed
c) some of the key debates and advances in the four phases so far of ecological modernisation.
d) What is strong ecological modernisation and how is it different from weak ecological
modernisation?
1.3.1 What is Ecological Modernisation?
Whilst it is commonly acknowledged138 that there is no single definition of the theory of ecological
modernization, the majority of contributions in this discourse distinguish contemporary processes of
environmental reform in new ways from its predecessors during the 1970s. The concept of ecological
modernization originated in Germany in the early 1980s, within the context of an overall sense of
failure of 1970s environmental policy (to effectively address the scale and urgency of the
environmental crisis) and an NGO environmental movement of which a significant proportion was
anti- growth, anti-technology, anti-modernisation, anti-business and largely reactive in its campaign
strategies to any development project. The NGO environment movement of the time Mol argues “can
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be labelled as largely embracing de-modernization or de-industrialization perspectives among their
central ideology.”139
1.3.2 Evidence of Decoupling of Economic Growth from Environmental Pressures – 1970s
and 1980s.
In the 1980s academics, working within the environmental and resource studies fields, began to see
significant changes emerging in technological eco-innovations and the social practices and institutions
that actually dealt with environmental problems. This started to change the discourse. From the
debates about these changes the theory of ecological modernisation emerged. For example, some
empirical studies showed that in the 1970s, with the OPEC oil crisis, a decoupling of economic growth
and oil consumption was identified for the first time. In countries such as Germany, Japan, the
Netherlands, the USA, Sweden and Denmark decoupling was found to be beginning across a number
of environmental indicators, As Mol writes
“In a number of cases (countries and/or specific industrial sectors and/or specific environmental issues)
it was actually claimed that an environmental reform resulted in an absolute decline of emissions and
use of natural resources, regardless of growth in financial or material terms. However, although these
sometimes controversial empirical studies lie behind the idea of ecological modernisation, they do not
form the core. Central stage in ecological modernisation is given to the associated social practices and
institutional transformations, which are often believed to be at the foundations of these physical
changes. In the debate on the changing character of the social practices and institutions since the
1980s, adherents to the theory of ecological modernisation positioned themselves by claiming that these
transformations in institutions and social practices could not be explained away as mere windowdressing or rhetoric, but should indeed be seen as structural transformations in industrial society’s
institutional order, as far as these concerned the preservation of its sustenance base.”140
1.3.3 Common Elements of Ecological Modernisation – a response to new realities.
Ecological modernization therefore grew out of real changes both to social practices and institutional
responses to the environmental crisis which existing environmental discourses had trouble explaining.
Ecological modernisation (EM) was an attempt to acknowledge the new emerging reality that
a) The severity of environmental problems and the loss of ecosystem resilience threatens the
ability of many parts of the economy to be productive. EM recognises the economic and
business costs of not undertaking environmental protection. EM also recognises the positive
financial benefits of utilising resources more productively and innovating new “greener”
products. EM thus is able to demonstrate that inaction on environmental protection will have
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significant economic costs. EM’s innovation is thus developing a new framework that turns
the environmental crisis into positive sum games so that greening business and greening the
economy can provide better overall social, environmental and financial outcomes long term
compared to inaction on environmental protection. EM theory explicitly describes
environmental improvements as being economically feasible; indeed, entrepreneurial agents
and economic/market dynamics are seen as playing leading roles in bringing about needed
ecological changes.
b) Decoupling between economic growth and environmental pressures is possible across many
environmental indicators. Decoupling of economic growth from environmental pressures was
starting to occur across a number of environmental indicators as early as the 1970s. This was
is a significant historical development. As Dr Jim MacNeil, inaugural head of the OECD
Environment Directorate from 1977-1984 and Director of the UN Commission of Sustainable
Development from 1984-1987 explained141 that until the 1970s economic growth and
environmental pollution had been strongly coupled. Hence Dr MacNeil said that all
economists and environmentalists until the 1970s had assumed that significant decoupling was
not possible. The potential for decoupling offered a new way to reconcile economic growth
with environmental sustainability. The OECD Environment Directorate was the first to
explore this opportunity and published a major report on it as early as 1984.142
c) Whilst technology and design choices had contributed to, and in many cases directly caused,
environmental and health problems it was understood that technology could be harnessed to
help prevent and stop pollution, recycle materials, manufacture renewable energy technologies
and make more eco-efficient lighting, appliances, and industrial equipment. One of the most
important contributions of ecological modernisation has been the reframing of the role of
technology in the social-environment relationship. As Fisher and Freaudenburg comment
“Before ecological modernisation theory, most of the established theories of environment–
society relationships, tended to view technological development and economic growth as
being antithetical to environmental preservation143…Unlike theorists who see technological
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development as being generally problematic144—pointing to a potential need to stop capitalism
and/or the process of industrialization to deal with ecological crises -- ecological
modernisation argues that environmental problems can best be solved through further
advancement of technology and industrialization.”145 The ability of the private sector to
innovate rapidly alternatives to pollutants such as sulphur dioxide and ozone depleting CFCs
and the multi-lateral ratification of the Sulphur and Montreal Protocols respectively were seen
as models of rapid ecological modernisation in the 1980s and 1990s.
d) The net harm to jobs growth from environmental protection was minimal and with wise policy
settings jobs growth could be enhanced. By 1984, already it was recognised that measures to
protect the environment, rather than harming jobs growth could stimulate it. In 1984, the
OECD Environment Directorate146 published the first major study on this topic arguing this.
e) Whilst economic and government policy and incentives to date were seen as a key driver for
unsustainable development they were also recognised as a potential key driver for a transition
to sustainable development.147 It was recognised that to achieve the shift to sustainability fast
enough, the capacity of business and the market to innovate rapidly would be crucial. It was
recognised that economic and government policies provided many useful tools to help design
more effective market based price signals and incentives (eco-taxes, cap and trade emissions
trading markets, replacing perverse subsidies with subsidies that enhanced sustainability
outcomes) to drive and reward eco-innovations in the market place enabling a transition to
sustainable development.148
f) Given the failure in government environmental policy in the 1970s it was recognised that the
central agencies of government, and not simply the Environmental Protection Agencies
(EPAs), were needed to take a whole of government approach to sustainable development. As
Our Common Future stated,
“Governments, pressured by their citizens, saw the need to clean up the (environmental)
mess….and established agencies (EPAs) to do this…but much of their work has.. been after-thefact repair of the damage. The mandates of the central economic and sectoral ministries are also
often too narrow, too concerned with quantities of production or growth. The present challenge is to
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give the central economic and sectoral ministries the responsibility for the quality of those parts of
the…environment affected by their decisions, and to give the environmental agencies more power
to cope with the effects of unsustainable development.”149
g) The reality that the environmental performance of governments correlates with increasing
activism among economic actors, active nongovernmental organizations and a scientifically
literate population. The reality that the potential for improved ecological outcomes is
dependent on changes in the institutional structure of society.150 This point is re-enforced by
recent studies that establish the linkage between ecological modernization and political
modernization.151
h) Given the sense of inadequacy to date of government environmental regulation and policy, it
was recognised that new models of regulatory approaches were needed such as independent
3rd party certification of products.
i)

Given the scale and speed of change needed to address the global environmental crisis, it was
recognised that it was vital that as many stakeholders are involved in the process as possible.
The greater the scale of change required in a society the more important it is for all the key
stakeholders of that society to be engaged meaningfully in that change process. As Fisher and
Freudenberg wrote, “Ecological modernization depicts political actors as building new and
different coalitions to make environmental protection politically feasible.”152

Thus, Ecological Modernisation in the 1980s and 1990s was a new environmental discourse, a new
middle way, recommending a shift in the environmental strategies of the 1970s whilst at the same time
seeking to provide a new rigorous and inclusive framework for the many crucial actors – business
(including key actors such as entrepreneurs, CEOs, accountants, engineers), government, R&D
institutions and also the NGO environmental movement - without abandoning the key message of the
need for urgent and radical action to avert environmental catastrophe.
There has been considerable diversity and internal debate among the contributors to the ecological
modernization theory. Without giving an extensive analysis and overview of the ecological
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modernization literature up to the present, I believe that it makes sense to distinguish at least four
stages in the development and maturation of ecological modernization theory. This overview of the
development of ecological modernization theory in four phases is important to show that ideas of
ecological modernization have developed in the course of constant debate and with critical evaluations
involving those within and without this school of thought. The overview reveals that ecological
modernization theory is still developing. This overview concludes by emphasizing that, whilst there is
ongoing disagreement with proponents of ecological modernisation and its critics, there is an emerging
consensus, on what conditions, best enable ecological modernisation to flourish.

1.4 Four Phases of Ecological Modernisation
1.4.1 The First Stage of Ecological Modernisation Theory
Mol characterises Ecological Modernisation in its early stage “As a normative claim of a desired
environmental reform path, failing to identify widespread empirical references of such processes in the
societies of West Europe.”153 The Brundtland Commission’s Our Common Future is a good example
of an ecological modernisation publication which, as discussed above at times, made significant
assertions of a desired environmental reform path without always being able to provide adequate
empirical data, comprehensive modelling or detailed policy description to back it up. As discussed
previously, the 1987 Brundtland Commission report Our Common Future claimed that it was
economically and technologically feasible for the world economy to grow fast enough to reduce
poverty without increasing environmental damage. But, in the Brundtland Commission report this was
asserted rather than demonstrated.154 Twenty years on from the publication of Our Common Future
this key assumption of Our Common Future and the field of ecological modernisation is still
contested. Other major weaknesses of Our Common Future included the fact that it provided no
detailed policy prescription and it ignored the role of vested interests blocking efforts to achieve
sustainable development. These weaknesses of Our Common Future mirror the weaknesses of the
ecological modernisation discourse of this first phase.
Another important characteristic of early ecological modernisation was a heavy emphasis on the role
of technological innovation in bringing about environmental reform, especially by Huber155. Mol
describes Huber’s writing in the mid- 1980s as being
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“characterized by a heavy emphasis on the role of technological innovations in bringing about
environmental reforms, especially in the sphere of industrial production; a rather critical attitude towards
the (bureaucratic and inefficient) state, also shared by the early writings of Janicke156, a very
favourable—if not naive—attitude towards market actors and market dynamics in environmental reforms
(later glorified by neo-liberal scholars); a system theory perspective with a relatively underdeveloped
notion of human agency and social struggles; and an orientation to the nation state level. Some of the
more critical remarks on ecological modernization theory still refer to these initial contributions.”
Critics today of ecological modernisation still criticise the heavy emphasis on technological
innovation. Murphy & Bendell157, as recently as 1997 summarized ecological modernization (ecomodernism is the term they use for it) as:
“the perspective that treats the environment as another technological problem to be overcome in the
pursuit of progress. To the eco-modernist, pollution is an economic opportunity for prevention and cleanup technologies and certainly not an indication of fundamental problems with the current economic
system.”
This summary and its implicit criticism identifies some of the shortcomings in the earlier development
of ecological modernization theory. More recent writings have addressed those shortcomngs more or
less adequately.158
Despite these writings, however, it is fair to criticise writings of ecological modernisation today for
still presenting a narrow conception of the scale, speed and type of technological innovations needed
to achieve adequate decoupling of economic growth from environmental sustainability. For instance,
respected environmental economist Dr Paul Ekins simply recommended the tool of eco-efficiency as
the main technological tool to achieve decoupling of economic growth and environmental
sustainability in the main theme papers for the UN Asia Pacific Green Growth program launched in
2006. This thesis argues that, whilst eco-efficiencies and tools like cleaner production are a good start,
they are just that, a start. To achieve sustainability requires a much greater shift to truly eco-modernise
production and consumption systems to sustainability and ensure that new unforseen problems do not
arise.
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Technologies have caused significant environmental harm in the past because they often have
unexpected side effects or second order consequences that were not originally understood by the
designers of the technology. Another key reason why technologies in the past have so often created
problems is that their environmental effects have been a secondary consideration. For instance, the
reason plastics do not degrade in the environment is because they are designed to be persistent;
similarly fertilisers were designed to add nitrogen to soil so it is not an accident that they also add
nitrogen to waterways as well as leading to algae blooms. Part of the problem Commoner argued in his
book, The Closing Circle159 was that designers make their aims too narrow: historically they have
seldom aimed to protect the environment. He argued that technology can be successful in the
ecosystem, ‘if its aims are directed toward the system as a whole rather than some apparently
accessible part.’
Sewerage technology is an example which illustrates this point. In 1972 Commoner argued that
engineers designed their technology to overcome a specific problem: when raw sewerage was dumped
into rivers it consumed too much of the rivers oxygen supply as it decomposed. Modern secondary
sewerage treatment plants are designed to reduce the oxygen demand of the sewerage. However, the
treated sewerage still contains nutrients which help algae to bloom, and when the algae die they also
deplete the river of oxygen. Instead of this piecemeal solution,
Commoner argued that engineers should look at the natural cycle and reincorporate the sewerage into
that cycle by returning it to the soil rather than putting it into the nearest waterway. Commoner
advocated a new type of technology, that is designing with the full knowledge of ecology and the
desire to fit in with natural systems. This requires tools, in addition to eco-efficiency, such as Whole
System Approaches to Sustainable Design (often called simple Design for Environment or Design for
Sustainability), Biomimetic Design, and Green Chemistry Design combined with a detailed
knowledge of natural systems to enable a rapid leapfrog to benign by design industrial and built
environment systems. On the policy side there is a wide range of initiatives needed such as Sustainable
Technology Assessment. These will be discussed in detail in Chapter 7 of this thesis.
Another important criticism of ecological modernisation comes from Jevons Paradox, often known as
rebound effects as outlined in 1980 by economists Daniel Khazzoom and Len Brookes.160 Negative
rebound effects from technology and eco-efficiencies are real and will be discussed in detail in this
thesis. This thesis will argue that to address rebound effects a broad policy portfolio approach is
needed of economic incentives, regulation, sustainable technology assessment and the creation of
Sustainability or Future Funds.161 This thesis will attempt to show that unless such policy measures to
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dramatically reduce rebound effects are implemented much of the environmental gains of ecoinnovation and eco-efficiencies will be undone over time. This thesis’s discussion of rebound effects is
covered mainly in Chapters 1,4,7 and 8 whilst Jevons Paradox is discussed briefly in Chapter 2 as part
of a discussion of the history of the great sustainability debates. Thus this thesis, in these chapters, will
address a number of the main criticisms of the first phase of ecological modernisation.
1.4.2 The Second Stage of Ecological Modernisation
Building upon several of these limitations, ecological modernization studies in the second period, from
the late 1980s to the mid 1990s, placed less emphasis on and had a less deterministic view regarding
technological innovations as the key driver behind ecological modernization. In addition, these
contributions gave evidence of a more balanced view on state and market dynamics in ecological
transformation processes, through the work of Weale162 and then later the work of Janicke163.
Another major criticism of ecological modernization in this second period was that it was too
Eurocentric.164 The emphasis remained on national or comparative studies of industrial production in
Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) countries.165 Critics argued that
the theories of ecological modernization had been developed primarily in and against the background
of a small group of West European countries, most notably Germany, the Netherlands and the UK but
at the same time sustainability is not something that can be achieved in just one country. International
trade and the fact that pollution such as greenhouse gas emissions is truly global means that all
countries need to be engaged in the process of sustainable development. Many of the economies of the
world growing the fastest such as China by the mid 1990s were achieving very little decoupling of
economic growth and environmental pressure. Research has shown that nations do appear to vary in
the degree to which institutions and outcomes of ecological modernization are evident.166
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During this phase, more attention is also paid to the institutional and cultural dynamics of ecological
modernization, and the role of human agencies in environment-induced social transformations167.
Thanks largely to the momentum built from Our Common Future and the Rio World Summit on
Environment and Development new and significant international conventions were agreed upon in
1992, such as the Convention on Biological Diversity and the UN Framework Convention on Climate
Change.
But probably the main and most serious criticism of EM in this period was, whilst decoupling was
being achieved in a number of European OECD countries across many environmental indicators, the
level of decoupling of economic growth and environmental pressures was woefully insufficient.
Rebound effects (as discussed briefly above), the spread of western consumerism globally, and the
failure to significantly decouple economic growth from greenhouse gas emissions have overwhelmed
the gains, that have been made, from technological eco-innovation.
Hence critics focused on the neglect of some ecological modernisation writers of consumption and
life-styles and rebound effects. Critics also focused on ecological modernisation’s overly optimistic
idea of environmental reforms in social practices, institutional developments. Ecological
modernisation by the mid 1990s was criticised for not addressing realistically the level of
sustainability policy, regulatory and institutional reform needed to achieve the required level of
decoupling fast enough to achieve sustainable development. Critics argued that the “policy reforms”
recommended by ecological modernisation to date were inadequate to create genuinely green
businesses let alone green economies. Much of these criticisms were brought to the fore and addressed
next in the third phase of ecological modernisation by scholars outside the ecological modernization
tradition such as Christoff168, Blowers169 and Dryzek170. We consider these important advances next in
a discussion of the third phase and 4th phase of ecological modernisation and then we consider further
how this thesis will addresses some of the main criticisms of ecological modernisation and in so doing
advance some of the great sustainability debates.
1.4.3 Third Stage of Ecological Modernisation
The advances put forward in studies, papers and book publications of the third period, from the mid1990s to the 2002 World Summit or Sustainable Development in Johannesburg are very significant
and need to be understood to understand the context to which this thesis is a contribution. This period
of ecological modernisation theory is very important in that EM contributors in this period
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- lay a better conceptual foundation for ecological modernisation and address many of the major
criticisms of the field.
- focus on developing and integrating technological and design innovations that achieve large and
rapid resource productivity improvements (Factor 4 or better) to make it technically and
economically possible for stronger and more rapid decoupling of economic growth and
environmental to occur.
- develop new sustainable consumption and production frameworks within the EM philosophy
and
- target the key actors through publications and the building of sector, professional and business
forums and networks needed to create the social conditions to enable the achievement of EM.
Also this period sees ecological modernisation’s central principles and strategies formally adopted by
more and more mainstream institutions and organisations. This period also sees many nations develop
Agenda 21 blueprints for their nation based on an ecological modernisation approach.
1.4.4 Major Criticisms of EM Addressed: A Stronger Form of EM is Proposed
The first significant advance in this third phase of evolution in ecological modernisation comes from
the work of Dr Peter Christoff. In 1996 Christoff171 addressed the main criticism of what he called the
“weak” form of ecological modernisation namely that it is only about marginal change and technical
innovation. The “weak” form of ecological modernisation uses the language of sustainability and
modernisation but proposed only minor changes to policy, institutions and participatory approaches to
address vested interests. Christoff proposed a new “strong” form of ecological modernisation to
address the main criticism of ecological modernisation and provide a more realistic way forward to
genuinely achieve sustainable development.
Christoff’s “strong” ecological modernisation still recognises the importance of technological
innovation, but recognises that technological change is not a panacea on its own. Strong ecological
modernisation recommends radical change to technology and consumption patterns but also
recognises that achieving social justice is just as important.
Strong ecological modernisation recommends a comprehensive policy, regulatory and institutional
reform agenda to achieve rapid and significant decoupling of economic growth and environmental
pressure. In Australia, a significant example of such comprehensive policy package, was
Krockenberger et al’s =atural Advantage:Blueprint for a Sustainable Australia. This 2000 publication
was published as the official Australian NGO recommended Agenda 21 strategy for Australia. It was
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deliberately based on the strong ecological modernisation framework of Christof172 who has been a
long time policy advisor to the Australian Conservation Foundation.
Strong ecological modernisation also recognises the risks of strong policy settings leading to heavily
polluting industries relocating overseas. As York and Rosa173 point out dematerialisation of industry in
one country will achieve little if it simply leads to heavily polluting industries being exported to
another country. Strong EM adopts a more reflexive policy approach that works with industry to
achieve larger de-materialism targets and commits to extending public participation and deliberation in
policy settings. Strong EM addresses the need for more active public policy processes and
participation in the development and implementation of sustainability policy and institutional change.
By 2003, some aspects of strong ecological modernisation could be seen in Germany.174
Other major areas of criticism of ecological modernisation were addressed through clarifying and
expanding the ecological modernisation discourse in this third phase. In the third phase, traditional
ecological modernisation studies of industrial production are increasingly complemented by paying
attention to ecological transformations related to consumption processes.175
The Euro-centrist criticism of the second period resulted in various national studies on environmental
reforms in non-EU countries (new industrializing countries and the transitional economies in East
Central Europe, but also for instance the USA and Canada)176 with mixed conclusions on the relevance
of this theoretical framework for understanding processes of environmental reform. Besides studies
referring to the key countries, Germany, the UK and the Netherlands177, empirical studies using this
theoretical framework have been conducted in, among others, Finland178, Canada179, Denmark180,
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Europe181, Lithuania182, Hungary183, Kenya184, South-east Asian countries185; Taiwan186, China187,
Japan188 and the USA.189
As discussed above, one of the main criticisms of ecological modernisation is that there has been
insufficient decoupling of economic growth and environmental pressures to date. Thus some non- EM
environmentalists argue that this shows that economic growth and environmental pressures are
coupled and that it is naively and dangerously optimistic to pretend that significant decoupling is
possible.190 In the mid 1990s-2002 EM academics and EM practitioners acknowledged that despite
innovations increasing eco-efficiencies in recent decades, the net resource and energy flows were still
increasing. They acknowledged that this was due to a range of factors such as increasing globalization
of production, global uptake of Western consumption patterns in the East and South, and global
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population growth. EM academics, practitioners and government programs191 sought to address the
challenge of the scale and speed required for achieving sustainability.
Using the Ehrlich and Commoner formulae192 and other methodologies more and more EM experts
and sustainability practitioners calculated that at least factor 10-20 improvements193 from technical
eco-innovation and sustainable consumption is now needed to achieve sustainable development. In
1993 a number of leading sustainability thinkers formed the Factor 10 Club194 to promote
understanding of the scale and speed now required for ESD and to provide detailed assessment of how
to achieve it.195 Members of the Factor 10 Club also sought to help catalyse the technical change
needed and complimented this with renewed efforts to encourage and create better incentives for
sustainable consumption. Members of the Factor 10 Club from the mid 1990s to 2002 published a
number of important new books196 outlining ways to achieve at least Factor 4, namely a 75 per cent
improvement in resource productivity.197 This assessment of the scale needed to sustainable
development has since been backed up by leading government studies in the ecological modernisation
tradition, i.e. the Netherlands Government in their Inter-ministerial Sustainable Technology
Development Programme (Sustainable Technology Development Programme). The programme is one
of the first to both work out the scale and speed of change required to achieve nationwide ecological
and social sustainable development over the next 50 years.
In setting a time-horizon of 50 years – two generations into the future – it was found that ten to twentyfold eco-efficiency improvements will be needed to achieve meaningful reductions in environmental
stress. It was also found that the benefits of incremental technological development could not provide
such improvements.
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Leo Jansen, Chairman, Dutch Inter-ministerial Sustainable Technology Development
Program, 2000198
The governments of Austria, the Netherlands, Norway have publicly committed to pursuing Factor 4,
or 75 percent efficiencies. The same approach has been endorsed by the European Union as the new
paradigm for sustainable development. Austria, Sweden, and OECD environment ministers have urged
the adoption of Factor Ten goals, as have the World Business Council for Sustainable Development
and the United Nations Environment Program (UNEP). The concept of Factor 10 (a target of reducing
environmental pressures by a factor of 10) is not only common parlance for most environmental
ministers in the world, but such leading corporations as Dow Europe and Mitsubishi Electric see it as a
powerful strategy to gain a competitive advantage. Universities like ANU organised forums and
symposiums on Factor 10199 to raise awareness amoungst the public, students and decision makers of
these issues.
But Factor 10 style eco-innovation will not be enough on its own to achieve sustainable development.
History has shown that globally the spread of western consumption patterns are swamping gains made
from eco-efficiencies and eco-design. Also studies show that it will be physically impossible for all
countries globally to adopt current western consumption patterns. For instance the UNEP (2002)
Sustainable Consumption – A Global Status report stated that,200
If China were to match the US for levels of car ownership and oil consumption per person it would mean
producing approximately 850 million more cars and more than doubling the world output of oil. Those
additional cars would produce more CO2 per annum than the whole of the rest of the world’s
transportation systems. If China were match US consumption per head of paper, it would need more
paper than the world currently produces. If China were to consume seafood at the per capita rate of
Japan, it would need 100 million tonnes, more than today’s total catch. If China’s beef consumption was
to match the USA’s per capita consumption and if that beef was produced mainly in feedlot, this would
take grain equivalent to the entire US harvest.
It is vital that the world embraces sustainable consumption patterns to reduce environmental impact
rapidly. Professor Ryan charts the history of the discussion of sustainable consumption and production
in UNEPs 2002 Sustainable Consumption – A Global Status report201 written for and launched at the
2002 World Summit for Sustainable Development. This report, clearly positioned in the EM tradition,
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outlined a comprehensive framework for governments and other key actors to assist societies make the
shift to sustainable consumption.
Ecological modernisation outlines a desired path towards sustainability. But the success of this path
depends on the actions of numerous actors throughout society. Ecological modernisation cannot be
achieved without the active engagement of these actors. In this third phase of ecological modernisation
we see a range of academics and practitioners begin to publish new books which provide significant
new resources to enable these actors to more easily act as effective change agents. These books
provided significantly new resources for the key actors of ecological modernisation such as business
leaders202 and managers203, accountants204, engineers205, economists206, government policymakers207
and regulators208, actors operating in national systems of innovation209, urban and transport planners210,
and NGOs211.
These books helped to provide the foundation for many mainstream organisations not simply endorse
sustainability but actively work on either implementing sustainable solutions, lobbying governments
and business for change or creating education and training materials in sustainable development.
These books helped to inspire people to form many cross sectoral networks to work on sustainable
development. Also this period sees ecological modernisation’s central principles and strategies
formally adopted by more and more mainstream institutions, organisations and professional bodies in
especially Europe and Asia. For instance, the OECD’s 2001-2011 Environmental Strategy, agreed to
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by all OECD environmental ministers, adopts formally much of the “weak” ecological modernisation
paradigm in its stated goals and design. Decoupling economic growth from environmental pressures is
adopted as one of the five main goals of the OECD’s 2001-2011 Environmental Strategy. For instance
new business industry groups adopt the “weak” form of ecological modernisation agenda such as the
World Business Council for Sustainable Development. This period also sees many nations develop
Agenda 21 blueprints for their nation based on an ecological modernisation approach. The OECD, for
instance, published “Sustainable Development Strategies: A Resource Book” in 2002 to assist all
OECD nations develop Agenda 21 Blueprints and national sustainability strategies along ecological
modernisation lines. Overall the trend is clear that more and more countries around the world are
adopting many aspects of an ecological approach. As the 2007, World Ecological Modernisation
report stated
“In the 1970s, seven countries including the Netherlands entered the period of ecological modernization.
In the 1980s, 11 countries including Italy entered the period of ecological modernization. In the 1990s, 40
countries including South Korea entered the period of ecological modernization..”212
These signs of significant progress made during the 3rd phase of ecological modernisation did not
result in the hoped for outcomes of the Johannesburg 2002 World Summit for Sustainable
Development. The governments of especially the USA and Australia continued to play an
undermining role for international multi-lateral sustainable development agreements. As we will
discuss in Chapter 3 much of the energy generated by the 2002 World Summit for Sustainable
Development was subsequently lost through resources being focused on the war on terror and the war
in Iraq instead of sustainable development. Nevertheless some important results were achieved from
the 2002 World Summit for Sustainable Development such as the formation of a regional government
network for sustainable development modelled on ICLEI and the agreement for a UN Decade of
Education in Sustainable Development from 2005-2015. Advances like these will help create the
conditions to make it easier for ecological modernisation to flourish.
1.4.5 Fourth Stage of Ecological Modernisation
Between 2002 and 2008, there has been a significant shift in the debates and discourse on aspects of
ecological modernisation such as climate change and water policies globally. There is in 2008 now far
stronger political, business and community will for action to decouple economic growth from
greenhouse gas emissions in particular. A significant shift has occurred in 2006-7 driven by the latest
IPCC 4th Assessment, the UK Stern Review, Al Gore’s An Inconvenient Truth and the change of
government in late 2007 in Australia. As Dr Pachauri, the chair of the IPCC, argues this shift in
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commitment on climate change is finally ensuring that nations move from paying lip service to
sustainable development and now start understand its importance,
“The concept of sustainable development was really enunciated and popularized through the report of
the Brundtland Commission, and it is appropriate that we are focusing today on a report that was
released 20 years ago. However, the importance of sustainability in development policies and practice
has not been realized until recently. As is often the case it is only the occurrence of the threat of a crisis
that spurs human society to unusual actions and changes in pathways. In the case of sustainable
development, I think the wake up call has really come from the sudden growth in awareness and
understanding on the scientific realities of climate change.”213
The shift in the climate change discourse in Australia for instance has been historic. In fact, it could be
argued that 2006 - with the launch of Al Gore’s film An Inconvenient Truth214 and the Stern Review215
- was an historic tipping point; when the majority of Australians finally understood the seriousness of
human induced climate change. This shift in the climate change debates is discussed in detail in
Chapter 8 of this thesis.
However it is pertinent to note that this is not the first time historically there has been an upsurge in
interest, awareness and good intentions regarding environmental and social sustainability. As Chapter
2 shows as far back as 1908 in the USA there was an upsurge of interest in environmental
sustainability led by President Theodore Roosevelt. Similarly, there was a significant wave of interest
and concern in the late 1980s and early 1990s. This thesis argues that it is important to understand why
in the past such upsurges did not result in a rapid shift to sustainability to better understand the lessons
for today.
In this 4th phase of ecological modernisation (EM), EM writers have drawn attention to one of the key
reasons why, in the past, significant shifts in environmental debates and community interest did not
lead to strong ecological modernisation – namely the reality of vested interests and blocking
coalitions. In 2004 Janicke216 made a key insight, namely that, to date, ecological modernisation had
not distinguished clearly enough between ecological restructuring and ecological modernisation, the
latter requiring considerably more political, social and industrial change, risk and cost. It is important
to distinguish between intrinsically unsustainable industries that would need to be restructured with
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those industries which can be modernised ecologically relatively easily. This distinction is important
to make as it helps explain why an “environmental problem” for which there is a readily available,
marketable and cost effective technical solution is relatively easy to solve (Ozone, Acid Rain etc)
compared to where either industries need to be restructured (fishing, forestry, coal and forestry,
unsustainable agriculture) or where there are not yet commercially viable or cost effective solutions
(geo-sequestration for the coal industry).
There have always been some industries that need to be restructured and not simply modernised to
achieve sustainable development. These industries have traditionally opposed and fought any sign of
ecological modernisation initiatives in many countries. These vested interests in the USA, Europe, and
Australia have utilised an increasingly sophisticated network of industry funded right wing think tanks
and media contracts to run effective campaigns against any ecological modernisation. This is
discussed in detail in Chapter 3.
This thesis discusses in Chapter 3 the fact that purposeful ecological modernization policy and
institutional reform has rarely occurred without a fight from those vested interests who either will be,
or perceive that they will be, negatively affected. These vested interests have historically formed
politically conservative blocking coalitions to sustainable development. As Chapter 3 shows this antisustainability conservative blocking coalition have demonstrated themselves to be effective and
powerful at preventing change towards sustainable development. The anti-sustainability conservative
movement have utilized the media effectively to spread doubt, for instance, about the science of
climate change and spread fear amongst the general population that sustainable development will harm
business competitiveness, jobs and economic growth. One of the main reasons that the upsurge in
interest and commitment in sustainability in the late 1980s and early 1990s failed to realize its early
promise was due to the success of a concerted campaign against sustainable development based on the
argument that it would harm jobs, business competitiveness and economic growth. These vested
interests working with right wing think tanks and the media have been extraordinarily effective at
convincing the general public that anyone who is pro sustainable development is anti growth, anti-jobs
and anti-business competitiveness. (Chapter 3) This is the other key reason why this thesis focuses on
these three key sustainability debates (Chapters 4-8).
This thesis argues in Chapter 3 and 9 that, to help create the conditions under which ecological
modernization is more likely to flourish, there is a need for new institutions, new campaign strategies
and new anti-blocking coalition style “think tanks” that are networked with progressive industry
groups, innovation/R&D and educational institutions. Such new strong anti-blocking coalitions are
needed to provide confidence to other progressive business, government and civil society
organizations to publicly commit and implement strong ecological modernization actions and
measures.
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This thesis concludes that since we live in a world where business, government and civil society all
have power new institutions like National Councils for Sustainable Development and new
sustainability focused boundary organizations and think tanks are needed to bring together
representatives and leaders across all the key sectors and stakeholders of any nation to build consensus
for action on environmental and social sustainability which is inclusive. Such strategies are vital to
countering efforts from vested interests to undermine and even block efforts to achieve a transition to a
sustainable society.
This thesis is not simply theoretical. As part of the practice of the thesis, the author has co-founded a
new “anti-blocking coalition” sustainability think tank, The Natural Edge Project (TNEP)
(www.naturaledgeproject.net) with Karlson ‘Charlie’ Hargroves. This think tank is not unique. All
around the world other sustainability orientated think tanks have formed such as the Forum for the
Future (UK), the International Institute of Environment and Development (UK), The Wuppertal
Institute (Germany), The International Institute of Sustainble Development (Canada), The Earth
Institute (USA), The Worldwatch Institute (USA), The Rocky Mountain Institute (USA).
This thesis thus seeks to not simply be of interest to the academic community, but also those looking
for new frameworks with which to build consensus for action on sustainable development across the
silo’d institutions of society whether from within (through cross institutional structures like National
Councils for Sustainable Development) or from outside traditional institutions (through these
relatively new environmental and social sustainability orientated think tanks).
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